Is your Customer Experience (CX) stuck in a rut? Don't worry you're not alone, only 1
out of 5 companies delivers good or great CX according to Forresters Why CX? Why
Now report
CloudCherry isn't rapidly becoming one of the leading Customer
Experience Management (CEM) platforms in the market by just doing it
better. We are becoming a leader by doing it differently.
The larger legacy CEM platforms were originally built around research and less around
customer experience (CX). CloudCherry has taken the opposite approach, building a
platform focused on the customer journey. This provides our clients
three fundamental advantages:
Improved data collection:

A single question approach vs a full survey approach
Out of box functionality:

Compared to expensive and slow customizations
Simple integration of external data:

Open APls that are plug and play
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Integration

Almost every platform on the market will offer an open API. But only CloudCherry was
built around a holistic approach to the customer journey that excels when combined
with organizational data. We believe that you need the transactional, operational, and
the experiential data to get a 360-degree view of your customers. Because of this,
we've alleviated many of the pains that prevent businesses from integrating their CEM
with other systems:
• Lengthy proof-of-concept sales cycles for new platforms
• Expensive professional services contracts
• Non-native integrations held together by duct tape
We understand that context is king in customer experience. Your CRM can tell you that
75% of your customers spend less than $100 per visit. But when you integrate your
CRM with CloudCherry you can also see that 55% of your customers who spent less
than $100 said that they weren't greeted at the entrance and rated the store ambiance
below 2/5. That information arms your CX team with actionable insights to improve
cart size, rather than just guessing at what improvements will make an impact.
60% of G2Crowd reviews reported getting a ROI in less than 6 months with
CloudCherry - it's that easy to get set up with.

Integrating our transactional data with our customer experience data has provided us with
more context around how our customers act and dive deeper into ongoing trends. The
integration with CloudGiherry was incredibly easy to implement, and the insight we've
gained has been invaluable for our CX initiatives.

- Jerome Rouch-Sirech I Head of Retail at PUMA

